
Events & VVIP Lounges

Exhibitors Night
Hermes Lounge

Industrialists Night
Networking Lounge

Press Room



Industrialists Night is a unique brand 

positioning platform that affords sponsors the 

opportunity to act as hosts to VVIP guests, from 

company executives and directors to 

international delegations and the presidents of 

national and international industrial 

associations.

Industrialists Night

Industrialists Night – Platinum Night Sponsor (2x) USD $ 25,000

Your company logo will appear on:

- The digital map of the exhibition

- Bulletins inviting potential visitors to the opening show

- Digital invitations to the event

- The registration and confirmation site for the event, including a link to the sponsor’s own website

- 2 exhibitions : one at the entrance and a second as part of the main signage at the cocktail venue

- Screens at the Bicentenario theater

- The main screen and/or projection on stage before the opening show begins

- Brand presence in the form of electrostatic vinyl stickers featuring your company’s logo (+ 33% ITM

logo)on the glass of the Bicentenario theater
- The food and beverage printed menu

- The beverage bar

Additionally:

- *Publication of industry-related articles, news and original content on the Industry 4.0 specialized 
website cuatro-cero.mx . The sponsor is responsible for supplying the information, which will be subject 
to revision

- You will receive 5 invitations to Industrialists Night, including a seat in the VIP area

- 1 table or lounge reservation during the reception

- The opportunity to hand out a promo gift at the end of the event. The sponsor is responsible for its 

manufacture and distribution

Individual Sponsorships Available USD

1 publicity cube at the entrance featuring a welcome message 

from your company (1m x 1m, printed on both sides, featuring 

sponsor’s logo + ITM logo). Design, production and shipping are

all the responsibility of the sponsor

(2x) $ 3,500

Lighting – projection of your company’s logo at the Bicentenario

theater during the show and cocktail party.
(1x) $ 5,000

*The number of publications applies when  the package is  acquired within the  deadline. Partnership and sponsorship packages acquired after June 17, 2020, 
shall be subject to changes and availability.



Boost your company brand and generates potential

leads. As a sponsor of the opening performance will

case your company as an ally of Industrial 

Transformation MEXICO. Benefit yourself from the

heed of local, national and international Media at 

the leader fair in Latin America. 

Noche de Industriales

Product presentation during the Industrialists Show USD $ 30,000

Your company will be showcased as a partner of Industrial Transformation MEXICO in the national and 

international media, giving it access to this very unique platform’s network of contacts.

Incorporation of your company’s business solution or exhibition of its product at the opening show.
Visualización del logo en la pantalla principal y/o proyección en el escenario durante los discursos de 

bienvenida
Brand mention as sponsor in the calls prior to the start of the event

Logo in the screens at the Bicentenario theater

Additionally:

- *Publication of industry-related articles, news and original content on the Industry 4.0 specialized 
website cuatro-cero.mx . The sponsor is responsible for supplying the information, which will be subject 
to revision

- You will receive 5 invitations to Industrialists Night, including a seat in the VIP area

- 1 table or lounge reservation during the reception

- The opportunity to hand out a promo gift at the end of the event. The sponsor is responsible for its 

manufacture and distribution

VVIP Lounge (Exclusive) – Industrialists Night USD $ 20,000

Approximately 150 high-level national and international guests gathered in a relaxed, private setting 

conducive to networking, with the sponsor acting as their co-host. 

Your logo will appear on:

- Displays of the VVIP lounge

- The beverage bar in the VVIP Lounge 

- Illuminated walls

- The food and beverage menu (the VVIP Lounge has its own food service)

Aditionally

- 2 invitations VVIP for your company representatives

- You will receive 5 VVIP invitations to Industrialists Night

- The opportunity to hand out a promo gift at the end of the event. The sponsor is responsible for its 

manufacture and distribution

*The number of publications applies when  the package is  acquired within the  deadline. Partnership and sponsorship packages acquired after June 17, 2020, 
shall be subject to changes and availability.



Hermes Lounge & Networking Lounge

Hermes Lounge – VIP Area - Gold Sponsor (3x) USD $ 10,000

Your logo will appear on:

- The main entrance and lounge signage

- Beverage bar

- Food bar

- Signage in the main lobby of the Hermes Lounge

- Food and beverage printed menu

- The ITM website, with a link to your own website and a special mention (Powered by)

- Corporate communication on ITM website (5 lines)

Additionally, you will receive:

- 4 passes to the Hermes Lounge for representatives of your company during ITM 2020

- The opportunity to present VIP guests with a promo gift at the Hermes Lounge. The sponsor is 

responsible for its manufacture and distribution.
- 2 extra passes to the Industry Night opening show in the VIP area

This package affords sponsors the opportunity to act as hosts of international 

delegations and VIP guests. Benefits include the strategic positioning of your 

company’s image and networking opportunities. 

Hermes Lounge sponsors are introduced to government representatives, 

ambassadors, consultants, advisors and the members of industrial associations.

Networking Lounge – Silver Sponsor (3x) USD $ 7,500

Your logo will appear on:

- The main entrance and lounge signage

- 5 displays

- Signage at strategic points on the exhibition floor

- Exhibition floor plan

- Space for the exhibition of promo articles in the bar area (drinks bar, side tables)

- The ITM website, including a link to your own website and a special mention (Powered by)

- Corporate communication on the ITM website (5 lines)

- Appetizer menu, curated/chosen with the sponsor’s input

- The opportunity to present VIP guests at the Networking Lounge with a promo gift. The sponsor is 

responsible for its manufacture and distribution.
- Brand activation at the Networking Lounge



Exhibitors Night

Exhibitors Night– (3x) USD $ 6,000

Your logo will appear on:

- Main signage at the entrance

- Printed banner

- DJ booth and/or main stage

- The opportunity to hand out a promo gift to exhibitors. The sponsor is responsible for its manufacture

and distribution.
- Brand activation using robots/machinery at Exhibitors Night. Any additional products required to be 

supplied by the sponsor.
- Beverage bar

- Spirits and/or beer to be supplied by the sponsor

Exhibitors Night is an excellent opportunity to 

position your company and its brand in the eyes 

of industry leaders and decision-makers, while 

strengthening your corporate profile and 

expanding your network of contacts.



Press Media Center

Press Room– Exclusive Sponsor USD $ 25,000

Benefits:

- The ITM website, with a link to your own website 

- *Publication of industry-related articles, news and original content 
on the Industry 4.0 specialized website cuatro-cero.mx . The 
sponsor is responsible for supplying the information, which will be 
subject to revision

- Logo on social media (Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin)

- Corporate message on ITM website (5 lines)

- Your company logo on more than 500 media ID tag straps (printed 

in one color)
- Your company logo on welcome signage

- Industrial-style media workstations featuring publicity for your 

company
- Printing of your company logo in color on 500 thermal coffee cups 

and napkins as part of the Press Room’s coffee service
- The opportunity to provide information and/or hand out a promo 

gift to journalists in the Press Room. The sponsor is responsible 

for production and distribution

Your brand will be present in our  Press Room , which provides a comfortable, 

modern working environment for conducting interviews and writing articles. More 

than 500 journalists representing national and international media outlets will be 

attending ITM, the leading industrial tradeshow in Latin America. 

*The number of publications applies when  the package is  acquired within the  deadline. Partnership and sponsorship packages acquired after June 17, 2020, 
shall be subject to changes and availability.

Prices do not include VAT



To guarantee the efficient rendering of  the aforementioned services, the information 
specified in the contract form should be e-mailed to the Hannover Fairs México team 
before the established deadline.

Deadline: June 17, 2020
E-mail: hassel.castanos@hfmexico.mx

Forms:
• Send your company logo in vector (.jpg, .gif) and print format  .pdf or .ai (360 dpi).

Clauses:
• Any sponsorship package acquired after the aforementioned deadline will be subject to 

change, pursuant to the directives of the organizing committee.

If you are interested in a partnership or sponsorship package please contact:
Detalle de Contacto
América Neri america.neri@hfmexico.mx
Teléfono: +52 (55)7028-3335

ITM 2020 Sponsorship and Partnership Specifications
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